‘Research’
as everyday digital
practice
Rachel Thomson, Centre for Innovation and Research In Childhood & Youth

Interdisciplinary research team: Rachel Thomson & Liam Berriman (social work/ sociology), Kate
Howland (Informatics), Sara Bragg & Mary Jane Kehily (Education), Fiona Courage (Mass
Observation Archive)
Two small projects: ESRC NCRM methodological Innovation project ‘Face to face: tracing the real
and the mediated in children’s cultural worlds’ (2013-14) and AHRC Curating Childhoods: Developing
a Multi-media Archive of Children’s Everyday lives (2014-15). (Six 8 year olds and eight teenagers)
Outcomes:
An open access multi-media collaborative showcase: ‘day in a life’ and ‘favourite things’
A new collection within the Mass Observation Archive://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/everydaychildhoods/
A rich website http://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/everydaychildhoods/
Publications, including a book: Everyday childhoods: technology, time and documentation
(forthcoming Bloomsbury Press)

Favourite Things
http://modernmothers.org/favs/L/Lucien.html

Day in a Life
https://prezi.com/p0hb2n2t1nve/a-day-in-the-life-of-lucien/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy

Research as everyday practice
* the incitement to research is built
into our platforms and tools, as are
the imperatives of participation and
visibility
• ‘research’ has become a popular
and democratic practice, giving rise
to new kinds of pleasures and perils
for young people
• what the spaces in between
(professional and popular research)
can allow for in terms of creative
and critical meaning making.

Lucien: Becoming an expert
Lucien presents his 10 pages
PowerPoint about cars. This is
his topic. I decide to keep quiet
and let him do his presentation
which involves reading the
slides verbatim. Afterwards he
tells me that he researched this
all himself using Wikipedia and
his car magazines. It is not
homework but Lucien will 'email
it to him' (his teacher) it will
surprise him. Later discover
from his parents that he has
been working on this for the last
6 weeks. He learned power

point at school (they don't use it
at home). Got a sense that he
likes school and pleasing
teacher. This was my
introduction to Lucien's
prodigious capacity for focus
and information, as long as it is
his chosen topic. It is the ppt
rather than the computer per se
that is his ‘favourite thing’ - the
manifestation of his ability to
research and accumulate
knowledge.
[fieldnote, Lucien favourite thing
interview November 2013)

Research into school
‘9.50 Back on the carpet to reflect on the
learning. “I promise maths will get better if you
concentrate and try. Let’s warm down with a bit
of counting. You’re on fire Charles!” Senior
assembly now as sounds of piano begin to
draw our attention into a new space [audio].
Lining up silently, “let’s make it the best we’ve
ever done”. As the children leave the class Mr
B turns his attention to me and mentions
Lucien’s amazing power point presentation and
asks if I have seen it. “Great research and
presentation skills”’

Research as cultural capital
11.30 Major negotiation over laptops. Who ‘needs’ one to do their research. The topic is
inventors – some are researching the Wright brothers, others Thomas Edison. 12 hands
go up, ‘we should have enough’. Mr B gives Lucien the keys and I decide to help so that I
can see the system. The lap tops are in a locked cupboard outside the door with shelfs
and facilities for charging. Each machine and shelf is numbered [photos 42-3]. I unplug
and pass onto Lucien and other children who gather round. Probably upsetting Mr B’s
system. I sit near Lucien and he tells me that yesterday Mr B had gone to a website
called ‘goo’ rather than google. He has also tried searching for himself and even
managed to get Google in Arabic! The main source for research is Wikipedia, but he also
tries others on the list. He is amused by an entry for a Wright Brothers restaurant in
Soho. Others are ‘educational’ but full of product placement. Interesting for me to see
these websites in a school context where the advertising seems a shocking intrusion.
Ads for snickers bars flashing up alongside sites for the Wright Brothers (they have done
their research). A couple of times Lucien’s searches are blocked for no apparent reason
[photo 46]. Mr B asks ‘are people on computers using them to good effect’ – he must be
reading my mind. Some on our table are diligently copying out words from Wikipedia. Mr
B shares an ‘in-joke’ with Lucien from across the room about searching for goo. He
glows. [Fieldnote extracts Lucien day in a life observation Jan 2014]

Abi: Cultivating Obsession
“Yeah definitely because I think that is
what-- I think it is Twitter that does it.
Because you might like you might like
something, but then like if you go on
Twitter it is just like mad because
everyone else is on there liking it loads,
and like Tweeting pictures, keeping you
constantly up to date. So you just get
like obsessed with it, you constantly
know where they are, and stuff.”

‘And then there are so many
people that are like Fangirling
about it. So it is just like when you
talk to people who are like that
too, you are just like more and
more obsessed, and mixed with
the interviews and the songs and
it is just like (laughs)…’

Shipping & Updating
‘ Erm yeah Phan is their ship name.
I: And do a lot, so a lot of Phans- erm a lot of people who
like Dan and Phil want them to be in a relationship.
A: Yeah, yeah.
I: Are they in a relationship?
A: (.) Well technically not but that’s (.) well like everyone’s
like-- most people that are ship Phans think that they are,
but they are just not saying.
I: Hmm.
A: Though technically not, but you know.
I: I was just wondering about that. I checked them out
after we met, and I was wondering if they were gay and in
a relationship, or just two straight guys who happened to
beA: Phil’s bi (sexual).
I: How do you know that?
A: He used to go out with another You-Tuber called
Charlieskies who used to be a girl, and is now a boy
(laughs).
I: Oh right. Interesting.
A: Yeah.’

A: Update accounts?
I: Update accounts where they tell
you where they are, and you know.
And where are One Direction at the
moment?
A: I don’t know actually because I
haven’t been on Twitter today.
I: Where were they yesterday?
A: I think at the moment they are in
– I don’t – I am scared to say this
because if I get it wrong then One
Direction are going to hate me!
I: (Laughs).

Expert and popular cultures
Porous boundaries always (Mass
Observation)

Explosion of popular selfdocumentary

feedback loops
retooled methodologies
weird materialities

Reflexive methods
Passage of time

reflexivity, iterativity and surprise.

Best bits

Reflections/conclusions
• ..a live engagement with material from the past in the present
• Performative research, affirmative methods, breaking the fourth wall
• …talk about what might be otherwise difficult
• ….understand themselves as objectified and documented in the research
process yet also have the opportunity to enage with the practice of
interpretation
• Far from collapsing the idea of research into everyday or commercial
practice we are interested in thinking how a critical and ethically engaged
research practice may play an important role in the creation of hybrid public
spaces, ephemeral yet networked and animated by logics that may be
diverse and undetermined.

